Movement-related potentials and control of associated movements.
Previous studies have shown a relationship of the readiness potential (RP) preceding a motor act to motor control, as indexed by eye movement (EM). Greater EM and, therefore, less motor control was associated with increased positivity in preresponse RP components. It was hypothesized that these positive components may reflect processes involved in the inhibition of extraneous or associated movement during the performance of a motor act, especially in younger subjects with less motor development. We developed a finger lift task for detecting irrelevant associated movements (AM) from the responding hand and the nonresponding contralateral hand. During each target finger lift, small movements of the other nontarget fingers from the target hand and the contralateral hand were considered movements that should have been inhibited. Trials for each subject were divided into two bins: associated movement (AM) trials which had movement of target plus nontarget fingers, and trials with only target finger movement detected (NAM). Difference waveforms indicated a positive-going shift on trials with discrete target finger movements (NAM). Age and RP positivity at ipsilateral and posterior regions were significantly correlated. We suggest that, on trials on which associated movements are successfully inhibited, the negativity of the RP is confounded by an overlapping slow positivity. The positivity may be related to the effort needed to inhibit associated movements in order to perform a sharper and more discrete response. This relationship is a function of motor control and, indirectly, of age.